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RURAL ECONOMY AND CONNECTIVITY COMMITTEE 
 
INQUIRY INTO CONSTRUCTION AND PROCUREMENT IN FERRY VESSELS IN 
SCOTLAND 
 
SUBMISSION FROM ANONYMOUS 
 
The scope of the inquiry, if limited to the areas on which the Committee are seeking 
evidence, is too narrow. To properly understand the full scale of what has gone wrong the 
Committee should  go back to the start of CMal's procurement process and look very 
closely at the key decisions which have led to the present situation. 
 
1  Arran was originally promised a year round 2 vessel service with 2 identical units slightly 
smaller than the present vessel (Caledonian Isles). This very sensible and practical idea 
sank without trace. Why? 
 
2  When CMal decided on a single larger ferry the views of the masters of the existing ferry 
(Caledonian Isles )were sought. Both very competent and experienced masters advised 
that the new vessel should not be longer or be of greater beam than the Caledonian Isles 
to ensure reliable berthing in Ardrossan. The advice from the masters was ignored. The 
relevant dimensions are Caledonian Isles 94 metres x 15.8 metres, Glen Sannox 102.4 
metres x 17 metres.  
 
Computer simulations at Glasgow Nautical College have shown the Glen Sannox would 
have great difficulty berthing in Ardrossan. This led to a decision to carry out significant 
works at Ardrossan to create space for the larger vessel to manoeuvre. The budget for 
these works is £35 million. Was the need for this expenditure identified when the vessel 
was specified?  
If CMal had given due weight o CalMac's experienced masters would £35 million have 
been saved? 
Had the Glen Sannox been delivered on time would she have been able to berth in 
Ardrossan? 
 
3  The choice of dual fuel engines is a significant factor in the complexity of  the new 
vessels, requires significant infrastructure investment and is a large part of the difficulty 
obtaining certification. The BBC's Douglas Fraser has suggested that the greenhouse gas 
emissions from the new ferries will exceed those from the alternative, simpler and cheaper 
option of conventional marine engines. The decision to specify dual fuel engines for a 
vessels undertaking short crossings should be closely examined. 
 
4  Given the criticism and alleged inadequacies of Ferguson Marine's previous 
management it is surely reasonable to ask what due diligence was carried out before the 
contract award and why, given Ferguson's alleged incompetence, the contract was not 
terminated at an early date. If. as CMal allege. the build was taking place in advance of 
design work being completed should CMal not have intervened?  
 
 5  The management structure proposed for the nationalised Ferguson Marine looks 
impressive but will saddle the yard with a high overhead to be paid for by taxpayers or 
future commercial customers. It might be informative to compare the proposed 
management structure with Jim McColl's structure and seek the view of industry insiders 
on these structures.  
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6   Until recently I lived on Arran. Tourism has been badly affected and reidents are 
regularly unable to book ferry travel for essential travel to hospital appointments, funerals 
etc. Arran's summer service second vessel is elderly, prone to breakdown and   cannot 
berth in Ardrossan in high winds. 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 


